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Centenary Pilgrimage
During the period Friday 6 April to Sunday
8 April, 60 members of the broad St
Kevin's community – including, students,
staff, parents, Old Collegians, family and
friends – participated in a pilgrimage to
Glendalough, Callan and Waterford in
Ireland. The 26 students and four staff
also travelled on an extended learning
experience to London and Ireland between
March 30 and April 13. This culminated
in a pilgrimage walk up Croagh Patrick
(Mount Patrick) Ireland’s holy mountain.
The students enjoyed the sights and
experiences of the great cities of London
and Dublin; however, the central part
of the tour of celebration began on the
morning of April 6 when they left Dublin
for the misty vale of Glendalough, the
spiritual home of our patron saint – St
Kevin.
The weather shrouded the village, its
church, and ruins as the school and adult
tour group arrived at the village for a
special mass in the grey stone St Kevin’s
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Church. The Irish are lyrical speakers
and our celebrant for the Mass, Father
Pat Murphy SPS, was no different as he
welcomed all to Glendalough.

The home of Edmund in Callan is
extravagant in 16/17th-century terms, and
appears frozen in time, with its thatched
roof and whitewashed walls.

Fr Pat was the spiritual guide as the
pilgrimage entered the Ancient Wicklow
Valley and walked along St Kevin’s Way.
He explained the narrative of the 1,500
years of the faithful whose footsteps they
were following; the weather abated to
show spectacular images of the Wicklow
Valley gap in the distance. Descending
down the valley to the ancient monastic
city, Fr Pat encouraged all to embrace
the spirituality of the special place in
our school’s heritage. The bravery and
sacrifice it would have taken for monks to
be monks cannot be understated and the
epitome of their sacrifice was to live in
solitude and prayer in monastic cities such
as the one founded by St Kevin.

In the port city of Waterford, the tour
visted Mt Sion College, the first Christian
Brothers' school opened by Edmund in
1802, and his final resting place. SKC
students met their Mt Sion pen pals and
once again celebrated a joyful mass in the
Chapel of Edmund.

From Glendalough, the group travelled to
the birthplace of Blessed Edmund Rice,
founder of the Christian Brothers.

Destinations which seem surreal from half
a world away were suddenly real as the St
Kevin’s College Pilgrims embraced one
hundred years of our school’s rich history.
St Kevin and Blessed Edmund Rice were
no longer figures of the past but, in a way,
present with all on the pilgrimage.
The boys expressed hope that a part of St
Kevin’s College was left behind in Ireland,
as they returned home with the spirit of St
Kevin and Blessed Edmund Rice in their
hearts.
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From the Headmaster
Featuring in this Omnia are many of
our recent centenary celebrations. I was
privileged to be part of a group of parents,
Old Collegians and staff who joined the
UK/Ireland student tour for a key part of
their trip – the Pilgrimage. We gathered
in Dublin and headed to Glendalough,
sharing Mass before walking a good
section of the Pilgrim’s Way from the
Wicklow Pass into the “misty vale” itself.
Historical and spiritual reflections were
led by our guide. It was a remarkably
special walk. A dinner that night, shared
by all, at which Pilgrimage Medallions
were presented, rounded out a great day. St
Kevin had been well remembered, and his
influence on us celebrated.

Open Day had extended hours and
concerts to allow the increased numbers of
interested families and Old Collegians the
chance to gain a sense of who we are in
2018. The Golden Jubilarians’ Assembly
welcomed to the College a large and happy
crowd of Old Collegians and, in many
cases, members of their family. Mr Simon
Hanger, College Captain of 1968, gave the
occasional address. It was a sincere, witty
speech, well-received by Old Collegians
and the current boys. Part way through
his oration, Mr Hanger paused to present
to the current College Captain, Sam Cato,
Simon’s Grade 3 blazer and his Year 12
blazer! These generous gifts will become
wonderful items of interest in our archives.

Early next day we headed to Callan,
Edmund Rice’s birthplace, and then we
made our way to Waterford to see Mt Sion,
of 1802 fame, to participate in another
moving Eucharist in the Chapel in which
lies Edmund’s tomb. On the way home,
we held an Old Collegians’ reunion in
London, which had 40 of us remembering
time spent at SKC.

At the Jubilarian event, three senior
Kevinians present were Mr Bill Perazzo,
Mr Gerry Sexton and Mr Gerry Tanner, all
hailing from the 1938/39 cohort. Present
from the 40s were Mr David Shelton, Mr
James Griffin, Mr John Burke, Mr Ron
Cunningham, Mr David Kerr, Mr Gerald
O’Dwyer and Mr John O’Mahony. Senior
boys and staff enjoyed morning tea with
these SKC stalwarts and other Old Boys
from the 1950s and 1960s. It was another
St Kevin’s morning to remember with
fondness and gratitude. In my address to
the boys, I explained that we celebrate this
assembly out of RESPECT – to say thank
you to those who laid the foundations for,
and design of, our traditions and culture.
UNDERSTANDING – knowledge and
appreciation of our past allows us to better
prepare for our future. CELEBRATION –
to recognise that men educated here at St
Kevin’s do go on to make their mark for
the common good in our society and we do
celebrate, that at SKC, we have been doing
so for 100 years.

Term had just begun when the Teams
of the Century Dinner was held. Live
interviews, video productions and the
presentation of the sixteen teams, all
combined to produce another night of
great St Kevin’s memories and fuelled
hope for the future of SKC sport. Edmund
Rice Day celebrations were given a
centenary flavour. Following Mass in the
Wilding Centre, Years 7 – 12 walked to
Albert Street, the site of our first campus,
before their afternoon activities, while
Glendalough walked in the other direction
to our newest campus, Tooronga Sports
Fields, where they enjoyed tabloid sports.
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The careers and contributions to the
wider world of the men gathered at the
Jubilarians’ Assembly is hard evidence of
this claim being accurate.
Somewhat dangerously, I read to the boys
the account of the picnic to celebrate
our 50th anniversary. The story recounts
a hired train, decked out in St Kevin’s
colours on 11 October 1968, taking the
570 secondary students to Queenscliff,
where ferry rides, golf, swimming and
surfing featured. The article concluded,
“Between the idea and reality, between the
motion and the act, no shadow fell. So, up
to St Kevin’s for the next fifty.”
Our second Albert Street Lecture featured
two distinguished female politicians, Ms
Anna Burke and Ms Kelly O’Dwyer,
with Old Collegian Mr Ray D’Cruz (SKC
'90) as moderator. Ray expertly led a
fascinating discussion, which covered
areas as broad as constitutional change,
the impact of social media on the political
process, indigenous issues, women’s
changing role in politics and society and
the environment. The considered, thoughtprovoking responses to Mr D’Cruz’s
questions, and to questions from the Ruby
Tout audience, made for a great night.
During term time, I do not read for
pleasure or professional learning as much
as I would like. I find that the articles in
some key journals are the best source
for inspiration and education. Many
would be aware of my enjoyment of the
English Catholic Weekly, The Tablet,
which so often gives multiple views on
public events as well as articles covering
theological topics. Another journal that
I enjoy is Independence, published
by AHISA (Association of Heads of
ST KEVIN’S COLLEGE

GERRY SEXTON (SKC '38), STEPHEN RUSSELL, WILLIAM PERAZZO (SKC '39)

Independent Schools Australia). In its
most recent edition, a former Head
reviews a book entitled Music, Evolution
and the Harmony of Souls.
For some years, I have spoken of our
desire at St Kevin’s to mainstream many
activities so that all boys see involvement
in nearly all areas of school life as
worthwhile and legitimate options. We are
all about involvement and contribution
in and out of the classroom. Few, if any,
activities should be only for the highly
talented. In Music at SKC, there are now
some 34 orchestras, bands, ensembles and
choirs. Hundreds of boys are involved
across all campuses and they are taught
and mentored by an exceptional music
staff led by Mr Simon Harris.
To return to the journal article: “music
should be a core element in every child’s
education, not simply because of its
OMNIA

capacity to enhance intellectual and
personal development, but also because
of its efficacy in promoting collaborative
and altruistic behaviour among adults.”
Further on, Harvey suggests, the
educational benefits beyond the learning
of an instrument or involvement in
musical training have been shown to
enhance cross-modal performance and
skill sets that are not limited to the aural
and linguistic domains.
So, parents, do encourage your boys to
commence, persist or re-engage with the
marvellous music program at St Kevin’s.
One of the best ways to encourage those
involved and draw others into music
is to be an audience at any one of our
wonderful concerts. In Term III, the
Centenary Music Concert at Hamer Hall
will be a night to remember. Do keep
Monday 3 September free.

The regular routine of school life has
continued well, amid the excitement of
centenary celebrations. The end of Term
II sees a full set of reporting from our
Preparatory class to Year 12, all through
the College Portal. Formal examinations
have been held across Years 7 – 12 and
we have enjoyed the friendly thrust and
parry of APS Winter Sport. I must say,
each Saturday I have visited Tooronga and
seen all our wonderful facilities in full use,
a broad smile has unavoidably lit up my
face. We are now really getting to know
how useful and valuable our new grounds
are today, and will be well into the future.
We prepare this Omnia edition looking
forward to the Centenary Ball at the
Sofitel, where 1,200 of us will be gathered
to celebrate. My prayers go with all for a
safe and restful mid-year break.
Omnia pro Deo
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Teams of the Century
The night of the annual St Patrick’s
sporting exchange saw the College further
celebrate its 100 years of sport with a
gathering of 400 people at The Glasshouse
to announce the Teams of the Century in
16 of the College’s current sports.
The night was broken up into three
sections that looked at particular eras of
the College’s sporting history. These eras
were: 1918 to 1957 – the school’s pre APS
sport, 1958 to 1988 – the first 30 years
of membership of the APS, and 1989 to
present.
The MC for the night was Michael
Zappone (SKC ’92) and he interviewed
several Old Boys on their memories and
experiences of sport in their respective

eras. Morton Browne (SKC ’57) spoke of
our pre-APS sport in the ACC.
The Kerr brothers: Peter (SKC ’65),
Mark (SKC ’76), and Stephen (SKC ’84)
recalled SKC sport from the 60s, 70s, and
80s. Stuart Powell (SKC ’93) and John
Davenport (SKC ’70) spoke on the 90s and
the new millennium in sport.
During the night, the best representative
teams in SKC sport from its history were
announced. It was amazing that so many
of the selections in the teams were there
to receive their certificates with only those
residing overseas unable to attend.
The sports named were: Athletics,
Badminton, Basketball, Cricket, Cross
Country, Football, Futsal, Hockey,

4 X 800M RELAY

Rowing, Rugby, Soccer, Swimming and
Diving, Table Tennis, Tennis, Volleyball,
and Water Polo.
Tennis, Rugby, Football, and Cross
Country fielded pretty formidable
combinations that would be hard to beat
by any other school’s similar teams. The
Athletics 4 x 800m relay team (John
Higham SKC ‘69, Peter Bourke SKC
‘76, Alexander Rowe SKC ‘10, and Luke
Mathews SKC ‘13) fielded four Australian
Representatives and National Champions,
a Commonwealth Games gold medallist,
a Comomwealth Games bronze medallist,
and the National Record holder.
The selected teams can be viewed on the
College website.

RUGBY

TENNIS

CRICKET
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Sports at SKC
2018 is being celebrated as the centenary
of the foundation of St Kevin’s College
in 1918. 2018 also saw the celebration of
the centenary of SKC sport. It was on 15
June 1918 when the first ever St Kevin’s
sporting team took to the field. It was in
Football and the venue was the Brunswick
Street Football ground; our opponents
were St Patrick’s College, Ballarat.
On Wednesday 18 April 2018, SKC
marked this landmark year by competing
against the same opponent we played in
1918, in our annual sporting exchange.
This exchange is the longest continuous
tradition of the College with SKC and St
Patrick’s College taking it in turns to host
the event. This year, it was our privilege to
host our Ballarat cousins.
St Kevin’s comfortably won the
Basketball (68 – 30) and Hockey (10 – 0),
we drew the Soccer (3 all), just escaped
with a narrow victory in Rugby (27 – 26),
and lost the Cross Country (59 – 29). The
football contests the WJ Wilding Cup,
named after the former Head of both
schools, Br William Wilding. In the 123
matches played between SKC and SPC
since that first encounter in 1918, SPC
have won 81 and SKC 42. This year it
was SKC’s turn with a 13-12-90 to 8-5-53
victory.
Next year we will resume the competition
back in Ballarat.

HOUSE SPORT
Term II at St Kevin’s sees another
long–standing tradition in the holding
of the annual House Cross Country
Championships at both the Senior and
Junior schools.

The Years 10 – 12 race was a tight contest
between Cross Country Captain William
Lewis, Matthew Hussey and Joshua
Collins. The Middle School race (Years
7 – 9) was similarly close with Luca
Di Conza, Harry Bowen and Andrew
Mathieson running in a tight bunch until
the last 200m.
Cusack were the Senior School
Champions while Polding won the Junior
School event. Year Level team and
individual champions were:
YEAR LEVEL INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONS

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Anthony Carbone
Teddy Muller
Thierry Aughterson
Matthew Redenbach
Ben Cantwell
Harry Bowen
Luca Di Conza
Thomas Scroggie
Matthew Hussey
William Lewis

SENIOR SCHOOL AGGREGATE

1
2
3
4
5
6

Cusack
McCarthy
Purton
Kearney
Rahill
Kenny

212
225
229
230
254
257

JUNIOR SCHOOL AGGREGATE

1
2
3
4

Polding
Vaughan
Mannix
Ullathorne

124
104
81
78

SKC AT THE
COMMONWEALTH GAMES

LUKE MATHEWS

St Kevin’s was represented at the recently held
Commonwealth Games on the Gold Coast.

ALEXANDER GRAHAM (ON RIGHT)

Luke Mathews (SKC ‘13) ran in both the
800m and 1500m in Athletics. With 200m
to run in the 800m he looked gone but ran
strongly home to snatch a bronze medal.
Alexander Graham (SKC ‘14), pictured
above, was a member of the Gold medal
winning 4 x 200m Freestyle Relay.
While Jacob Schmid (SKC ‘11) won two
Bronze medals in cycling in the track
sprint event in both individual and team
disciplines.

JACOB SCHMID
OMNIA
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Edmund Rice Day
We did a lot of walking on Edmund Rice
Day this year. The heart of our celebration,
for the senior school, was a pilgrimage
on foot to the place where St Kevin’s was
born in Albert Street, East Melbourne,
in 1918. Pilgrimages have a venerable
history in many faith traditions. It is a
journey undertaken for a special reason of
the heart. In our case, it was to give thanks
for the blessings of our first 100 years.
We believe that God has walked with us
in mysterious ways on every day of those
100 years. In recognition, we set out to
walk with each other. Our route took us
along the river and then up past the MCG.
We asked the boys to think about the
many iconic landmarks we passed. The
river speaks to us of the natural world,
the freeway of the pressures of life, the
famous canoe tree of our indigenous past
and the MCG of community. The century
ahead will ask us to respond to all that
such places want to say to us. On arrival,
the senior students headed off on their
tutor group outings.
In preparation, the entire school celebrated
mass for Edmund Rice Day in the Wilding
Centre. Fr Joe Caddy, the episcopal vicar
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for social services, joined us for the
occasion. The Gospel was about walking.
It told the story of Jesus being on the road
with his friends when they started arguing
about which of them was the greatest.
Jesus asks them to live by radically
different values. Here is part of what Fr
Joe said:
I was put in mind of a short walk that I
was on a couple of years ago. I had to
go from my house in Fitzroy, where I was
parish priest, to my office at the Cathedral
where I was the Chief Executive Officer at
CatholicCare. I had a meeting on that day
that I was quite concerned about and as I
walked up through the Atherton Gardens,
Public Housing Estate I was totally
preoccupied with my own concerns.
There was a little girl walking down the
path the other way. It was a cold morning
and this little Vietnamese girl was wearing
a pink beanie, with pink fluffy earmuffs.
She had a parka on that was a couple of
sizes too big and went down to her knees,
while the sleeves just about covered the
fingers of her pink gloves. She had a
schoolbag on her back that was almost as
big as her.

I barely noticed her but as she
drew next to me she just raised
a hand and waved saying, “Hi
Jesus.”
The impact on me was immediate – I
just felt a huge sense of lightness and
amusement – I walked the rest of the way
to my office above the ground – I noticed
what a beautiful sunny morning it was.
Every time I thought of the experience
over the day a smile would come across
my lips. It still does today.
So what might it mean for us?
You don’t need to be the greatest, you don’t
need to control your entire environment,
and you don’t have to be the full,
readymade package.
Be a person of trust; open your eyes and
your hearts to all that is going on around
you – especially to the needs of others –
this is what Edmund Rice and all the great
saints did.

ST KEVIN’S COLLEGE
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Open Day
What a wonderful day Sunday 6 May
presented when the College opened its
doors to the wider community for our
centenary Open Day.
Students embraced the opportunity to
showcase their school and the chemistry
between the boys, visiting families,
parents of the College and staff reinforced
our values of learning, family and fullness
of life.
Many emails and calls have been received
from appreciative families, three of which
are shared below:
We wanted to let you know how impressed
we were with our young tour guide,
Aiden, from Year 6. He was articulate,
informative and very enthusiastic. We also

appreciated the time and care staff gave
at both campuses in answering our many
questions.
My wife and I would like to thank the
St Kevin’s community for the warm
welcome and hospitality during Open
Day. We wish to personally extend our
gratitude to Angus, from Year 6, and
Scott, Year 10, who conducted our tours
very professionally at Glendalough and
Heyington.
We thoroughly enjoyed our tour on Sunday
with Luke. Mac, our son, is really excited
about the prospect of one day joining the
St Kevin’s family.

Annual Foundation
Dinner
RHONA SCOTT

AILEEN & DENIS STEPHENSON

This year on 27 March, the Annual
Foundation Dinner was held at a new
venue. A large group of Foundation
supporters gathered at The Carousel,
with panoramic city views, to listen to
our guest speaker, Dr Susan Pascoe, a
past parent. Dr Pascoe was the inaugural
Commissioner of Australian Charities
and Not-for-Profit Commission and her
speech on the importance of philanthropic
contributions was particularly relevant to
our Foundation.
For information on the St Kevin’s College
Foundation please contact
culliverk@stkevins.vic.edu.au
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Golden Jubilarians
The Golden Jubilarians’ Assembly and
Morning Tea is a wonderful return to
the College for Kevinians who have left
the school 50 or more years prior. By
definition in our centenary, the 50-yearsout class was here when the College
celebrated its own Golden Jubilee.
The day started with a special assembly to
showcase the College and also to pay our
respects to the visiting Old Collegians.

The youngest attending were the class
of 1968 and their Captain Simon Hangar
addressed the school with wonderful
reminisces of St Kevin’s life. He spoke of
the celebrations in 1968 for the College’s
Golden Jubilee, where a steam train ride
and picnic was organised for the whole
school down at the Bellarine Peninsula.
He also presented to 2018 College
Captain, Sam Cato, his Grade 3 and
Matriculation (Form 6) blazers. These will
be treasured by the College.

We were very pleased to host 60 Old
Collegians and several of their family and
friends to a celebration morning tea and
tours of the College. Our elder statesmen
on the day were our most senior Kevinian
Bill Perazzo (SKC ‘39) at 97 years of age
and he was ably supported by some near–
in–age lieutenants in Gerry Sexton (SKC
‘38), Gerald Tanner (SKC ‘38), David
Shelton (SKC ‘43) and David Kerr (SKC
‘47).

STEPHEN RUSSELL, MR SIMON HANGAR ('68) & SAM CATO
OMNIA
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Music Soiree
The Centenary Music Soirée combined
the Foundation Soirée with the Music
Association Soirée and proved to be a
great success. Hosted by the College
Foundation and introduced by the
Headmaster, this event showcased the
depth of musical talent among our
community of staff, old collegians and
current students.
The concert opened with the Scherzo
movement from Schubert’s Octet, a
delightful chamber work combining
strings with clarinet, horn and bassoon.
A vocal sextet, led by Dr Barclay and
consisting of staff and senior students
then performed Chi mi frena in tal
momento from Donizetti’s opera Lucia
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di Lammermoor. Later in the program,
the strings staff combined for a stylish
performance of Brahm’s Hungarian
Dance No 5.
In the first of three student items, Aloysius
Chong (Year 11) performed Smadbeck’s
hypnotic solo work Rhythm Song on
marimba. The audience was fascinated
by the range of tone and the rapid note
strokes Aloysius achieved in this piece
requiring the use of four mallets. Later,
under the direction of Mr John Quiane, a
student Piano Trio (Joshua Park – violin,
Lawrence Dihn – cello and Zhihan Jiang –
piano) gave a spirited performance of the
first movement from Arensky’s Trio in D
minor. Towards the end of the concert, the

Senior Vocal Ensemble entertained with
an arrangement of Mercury’s Bohemian
Rhapsody.
The Flute Ensemble performance of a
medley from Rodgers and Hammerstein’s
The Sound of Music benefitted from the
inclusion of some old collegians. It was
wonderful that Mr Raymond Chau, Mr
Luke Macaronas, Mr Adrian Vigietti, Mr
Jarrod Nolan and Mr Timothy Wright
were able to join current students and staff
for this performance. A Big Band of music
staff and some guests from the recent Jazz
Workshops filled Boyd Egan Hall with the
sounds of big band jazz, including Corea’s
Spain, drawing the musical part of the
evening to a close.

ST KEVIN’S COLLEGE

Conversations with Greg
Craven & Kevin Rudd
On Wednesday 14 February 2018, Head
of Careers, Mrs Sue White, accompanied
Year 12 students Patrick Allsop,
Vincentius Susilo and Joshua Wall to
ACU where the Honourable Kevin Rudd
and Professor Greg Craven (SKC ‘75)
presented the first Faith and Leadership
Conversation for the Institute for Religion,
Politics and Society. Australia’s 26th
Prime Minister and the Vice Chancellor
and President of ACU engaged in
stimulating conversation around the
interaction of faith, policy and politics.
With carefully crafted questions, Professor
Craven delved into Rudd’s personal faith
journey, how he sees the role of faith in
shaping policy and political decisionmaking, and how faith works in relation to
international affairs.
Professor Craven asked Rudd how easy or
hard it is to be a person of faith in public
life. Scoffing at the oft-quoted cliché:
“we should keep religion out of politics”,
Rudd intimated it was nonsensical to
believe this, and that any person of faith
should, therefore, be silenced on any
subject of public policy. However, he
did not deny that it is, has always, and
will always be hard to be mindful of the
impact of questions of faith, on questions
of belief, on questions of ethics and
their intersection with public decisionmaking. “It is not appropriate to reason
by quarantining the reality of one’s faith,”
Rudd said.

Rudd made mention of the two factors
shaping the intersection of faith and
practicality for him: the influence of
his dear Mum, and the year he took off
after high school when he described
himself as “a slightly obnoxious 17-yearold agnostic.” During that year, Rudd
worked a variety of jobs in Sydney and,
on Sundays, he would pick a Church, sit
at the back and just listen. This led him
to a process of reflection on the basis of
faith and a decision that he was, in fact,
such a man. Interestingly, Rudd has never
resigned as a Roman Catholic or officially
joined the Anglican Church where he is
happy to participate in that faith tradition
with his wife and family. He calls himself
a Christian of non–fixed denominational
abode, but with a deep connection
between faith and works.
Questions around faith in light of
awful historical occurrences, personal
decision–making and conscience were
explored in depth. It was clear that Rudd
clings to faith in order to make some
sense of history, and believes deeply in
human consciousness. “To be a man of
conscience in politics is not easy but the
virtue of being a person of faith is that
it provides some fortitude on the way
through,” says Rudd. It is the mission of
the Church to make the State constantly
ethically uncomfortable within itself;
“and the mission of the universities,” adds
Professor Craven.

hold up ethical goal posts because of the
nature of political compromise, which
necessarily delivers decisions below the
ethical standards.
Finally, as this conversation was held
during the week of the 10th anniversary
of the formal apology to Indigenous
Australians and the stolen generations,
Rudd reflected on Australia’s unique
opportunity and challenge as a settler
society of only a couple of hundred
years’ standing to set the wrongs right.
He believes everything always looks
hard until it is done and the proposition
of shared sovereignty, rather than
reconciliation, definitely seems hard,
but can be done. It is possible to listen
carefully and respectfully to Indigenous
Australians and embrace the concept of
shared sovereignty. Once it is done, it will
not seem so difficult.
It was definitely a privilege to witness
such eminent Australians converse deeply
about their personal faith journeys, and
in the case of Kevin Rudd, the very
public manifestation of the intersection
of faith, ethics and politics throughout
his adult life. The first of his family to
attend university, whatever one’s politics,
he is surely somewhat of an inspiration.
The young men of St Kevin’s, Professor
Craven’s alma mater, were honoured when
asked to be photographed with these two
fine epistemologists.

line is that
society must
PROFESSOR GREG CRAVEN, JOSHUA WALL, The
HONbottom
KEVIN RUDD,
VINCENTIUS
SUSILO & PATRICK ALLSOP

OMNIA
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Art Show
The convenience of social media
combined with the reality of busy lives
often results in a digital experience
of viewing art rather than a physical
one. The annual St Kevin’s Art Show
endeavours to offset that reality, providing
an opportunity for parents to stop for a
moment and take in the joy of a visual
experience.
The art show, which is coordinated by
the parent association Friends of Art, is
held annually in May in the Smith Hall.
Recently revamped, it comprises tall white
walls which transform the hall into a
gallery environment which would not look
out of place on High St, and plays host to
a vast array of stunning paintings, works
on paper and photography by many of
Australia’s leading contemporary artists.
Opening night was a sell–out, suggesting
that the last Friday in May is now a date
for the diary. Past and present parents,
artists and friends converged at the

opening to mingle, to view quality art and
to enjoy the strong sense of community
that the art show fosters. Guests were
nourished by scrumptious canapes at the
opening and wholsesome food throughout
the weekend at the Art Café, while being
entertained by talented student musicians
and performers.
The generous sponsorship from businesses
large and small, with Total Facility
Maintenance leading the charge as the
major sponsor in 2018 enabled the art
show to offer a major prize of $10,000
to the winning artist. Melbourne artist
Prudence Flint was announced the
recipient of the major prize by guest
judge Louisa Bufardeci. Flint’s thought
provoking psychological portrait (below
left) offered a poignant reminder of the
trials that confront women and mothers.
The Brother McCarthy Memorial Award
of $3,500 was awarded to Valerie Sparks
for her immersive utopian photographic

landscape filled with extinct birds while
Joe Blundell’s delicate painting of a sundappled Victorian facade behind a row of
Melbourne’s magnificent Plane Trees was
voted as the People’s Choice.
Each year, a guest artist is invited to
host a small solo exhibition as part of
the show. Victorian printmaker David
Frazer presented a wonderful selection
of intricate linocuts this year which were
popular with visitors. The raffle artwork
prize, donated by Frazer was won by
Sarah Connolly, parent of Angus in Year 5
and Hugo in Year 7.
Through sales, the art show raised $40,000
which will be gifted to the College for
philanthropic purposes.
Thanks to all who made the 2018
Art Show a great success. Any parent
who would like to volunteer next year
can register their interest by emailing
friendsofart@stkevins.vic.edu.au.

MAJOR PRIZE WINNING ARTWORK BY
PRUDENCE FLINT

L-R: LOUISA BUFARDECI, MONIQUE HARPUR, NICK HART, VALERIE SPARKS, SIMON
COSGRAVE, PRUDENCE FLINT, STEPHEN RUSSELL, DAVID FRAZER, MARITA SMITH
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Glendalough
EDMUND RICE DAY
Frequently at St Kevin’s, we present the
value of fullness of life. This is what I saw
as we celebrated Edmund Rice’s Feast
Day. After Mass at Heyington, the boys
participated in a pilgrimage walk to the
Tooronga Sports Fields. It was a moment
to reflect on the Edmund Rice community
we belong to and a time to simply enjoy
each other’s company.
To celebrate, the students from
Glendalough participated in a tabloid
sports carnival. For the Prep to Year Four
boys, this was their first time experiencing
the new sporting facilities. Using a real
athletics track, long jump pits and worldclass soccer pitches was exceptional. A
highlight was playing various games using
a parachute. Judging by the looks on the
student’s faces it was an experience they
will remember for many years to come.
The Years 3 – 6 students also participated
in many fun, challenging, and at times
unusual activities. Some of these included
a soccer shootout, naughts and crosses
relays, table tennis, sack relays and
pantyhose bowling. These fun teambased activities allowed the students to
demonstrate how they can be positive
team members and achieve small triumphs
as a group. The boys displayed excellent
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leadership and co-operative skills by
taking turns, sharing equipment while also
supporting and encouraging their peers.

students complete. They show pride
in their efforts and delight when it is
showcased.

For some it was the first time they were
able to enjoy the vast open spaces of the
St Kevin’s Tooronga Sports Fields and
what better day to do so than on Edmund
Rice Day.

The senior classes take part in the
Champion Reading Program. This
program encourages reading from a
variety of genres and sharing responses
to novels with their classmates. Whether
it be a diorama, costume, papiermache mountain, poster or powerpoint
presentation, each term offers an
opportunity for the students to complete a
book response using a different medium.
Their responses are presented individually
and positive feedback is always given.
The program stimulates an enthusiasm for
literature.

THE LIBRARY
The Glendalough Library is a colourful
and vibrant space that is a feast for the
imagination. It is a much-loved space by
staff and students that inspires the joy of
reading and exploring the world of books.
The students are enthused and excited
about their Library lessons and can often
be heard thundering up and down the
corridors chatting about books. As they
enter the doors they could be confronted
by a world of pirates or transported into
a jungle, or to a galaxy far far away. The
Library is an ever-changing and enticing
space for the students to read and enjoy
their time completing the variety of
activities that are on offer.
The Library is a multipurpose space that
offers both quiet and shared reading areas,
discussion opportunities, interactive
spaces and learning and teaching areas.
The main attraction is the work that the

Visiting authors are a highlight of our
Book Week in August. The students
appreciate and enjoy hearing what inspires
authors to write. They are also interested
in how illustrators convey meaning to a
story. The sharing of ideas often provides
our budding writers with the right tools to
get started.

The Library is an important part of the
Glendalough campus. It is a place for
reading, thinking, learning and wondering.
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Productions
This Term’s Productions filled theatres
choreography. The production featured a
with the sound of laughter, as two musicals terrific 17-piece band on stage.
and a play entertained audiences of all
Oliver Palamara gave a sensational lead
ages.
performance as Bobby, not only singing
For their biennial musical, St Catherine’s
and acting the role with great flair but
presented the tuneful Broadway hit Crazy
dazzling the audience with his brilliant
for You. Telling the story of Depression-era tap-dancing skills. Unrecognisable behind
dreamer Bobby Child, the show was filled beard and glasses, Tom Liszukiewicz
with classic Gershwin songs, including
captured the European panache of
Someone To Watch Over Me, I Got Rhythm producer Bella Zangler. Max Cheney
and Embraceable You. The large cast
gave a lively performance as exasperated
played Broadway showgirls and Nevada
bar owner Lank Hawkins. Daniel Deakin
cowboys, and were very well drilled in
created an amusing characterisation as
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conservative travel write Eugene Fodor.
The VCE Theatre Studies class delighted
audiences with the classic play Charley’s
Aunt. In this centenary year, the revival
of Charley’s Aunt created a link back to
1972, when the play was last presented at
St Kevin’s. A requirement of this annual
production is that the students contribute
all the creative elements. The space was
used creatively to stage each of the three
acts, with quirky period details evident in
the costumes and props.

ST KEVIN’S COLLEGE

Playing scheming students Jack and
Charley, Harry Conway and Andrew
Willett set the tone for the high energy
mischief to come. Audiences loved the
comedy of manners, in which dear Kitty
and Amy (played endearingly by Sean
Quinn and Dominic Dinh) defended
their honour against Jack and Charley’s
advances. Finn Millar scored further
laughs as his character Lord Babberly
stumbled through the job of impersonating
Charley’s aunt. Nicholas Reynolds
gave another polished performance as
vainglorious Stephen Spettigue.
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A large cast of years 7 – 9 students from St
Kevin’s and Loreto joined forces to present
the charming musical Honk! Jr. Based
on the timeless children’s story The Ugly
Duckling, the abridged musical included
catchy songs and a heartfelt message about
the struggle to fit in when one is perceived
as being different.
The story featured all manner of farmyard
animals, which were represented in
colourful, imaginative costumes. The
cast portrayed their animals through body
language, both within the scenes and
during the choreography. The humour,

music, dance and storytelling were all at
a high standard, allowing audiences of all
ages to enjoy the show.
Dominic Morelli played Ugly, singing
beautifully and gaining audience affection
as his character journeyed toward
discovering he was really a swan. Andrew
Collins played the villainous cat with great
verve, and impressed with a tap dance
during his main song. Louis Prandolini
captured the stiff politeness of a retired
general as Greylag the goose. Finn
Cross was a clear crowd favourite as the
wisecracking Bullfrog.
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OLD COLLEGIANS DINNER
On Friday 1 June the Old Collegians’
Association celebrated the centenary of
the College at the annual dinner. Several
speakers took part in proceedings where
we were host to representatives of all
ten kindred APS schools. Other special
guests included the Headmaster, Mr
Stephen Russell, and Deputy Head, Ms
Janet Canny. Bernard Crowley (SKC ‘67,
President 1981 – 1982 and representing
eight past presidents in the room) said
grace. There were six members of the
extended Crowley family in the room and
Bernard related so well the importance
of the family unit, in all its formations, to
the history of the College. Adam Orlando,
College Captain 1998, proposed the
toast to the college and its centenary and
reflected on the place Kevinians can have
in a wider society. Mr Russell responded
with a marvellous recount of the centenary
and the state of the College now and in the
future. Julian Hunt (SKC ‘65, President
1989 – 1990 and Secretary 1991 – 2018)
took us on a trip down memory lane of
St Kevin’s life. After Peter Macdonald
was elevated to Conferred Life Member,
Adam Parslow (SKC ‘02), the Kevinian
Fellowship recipient for 2017, reported on
his project.

DR ADAM PARSLOW (SKC
‘02) KEVINIAN FELLOW
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His work is becoming more important
and Dr Parslow eloquently expressed
his appreciation to St Kevin’s for the
wonderful education he received and to
SKOCA for continuing to assist Kevinians
while they, in turn, pursue assisting society
at large. We all congratulate Adam on
his work and his continued dedication.
Details on the Kevinian Fellowship can be
found in the resources section of the Old
Collegians page on the College website.

ARCHIVES
In the centenary year we are very pleased
that our archive resources are expanding.
Recently Michael Walker (SKC ‘67)
donated photographs from his father Kevin
(SKC ‘32) including a rare 1st XVIII
photo, an original 1935 Annual (the first
produced) and a picture of a junior cricket
team c. 1929 with Kevin as Captain.
From his own era, there is a wide range of
badges.
Howard Kirsch (SKC ‘65) has found very
rare editions of the SKC student magazine
Ivventatis Animvs c. 1958. Peter Jackman
(SKC ‘61) donated several Annuals, his
mint condition prefect’s badge (item 3)
and an original Form 1 picture from 1955,
Frank Renwick (SKC ‘52), while on a trip
from Sydney, gave us his school tie (item
1) and Kevin Daly (SKC ‘53) an SKC
keyring (item 2).

Dr Adam Parslow enthralled everyone
at the Old Collegians’ Dinner where he
reported on his 12 months as a Kevinian
Fellow. Adam is a research scientist with
the Olivia Newton-John Cancer Research
Institute and SKOCA has assisted him in
his travels to North America to research
and deliver professional papers to fellow
cancer research institutes and conferences.
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Reunions

Events

Valete
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SYDNEY OLD COLLEGIANS

Contact Anthony Byrnes with any contact
updates. Swallows Hotel 192 Station
St, Port Melbourne, Friday 12 October.
7.30pm.

Save the date for a function in the Sydney
CDB, Thursday 16 August. Register
interest in attending or advise of Old
Collegians living in Sydney, by emailing
Kevin Culliver,
culliverk@stkevins.vic.edu.au

STOKES, Adrian Ernest (SKC ‘43)
24/05/95
BARRY, Desmond John (SKC ‘50)
5/7/2015
RYAN, John Francis (SKC ‘40)
11/3/2018
RAHEEM, Tariq (SKC ‘91)
11/4/2018
SIMMONS, Norman John (SKC ‘50)
20/4/2018
LIDDELL, Anthony (SKC '85)
8/6/18

Contact Tony Byrnes
antbyrne@ozemail.com.au

1988
30 Year reunion to be held on Friday 27
July 2018 at 7:00pm at the Elephant &
Wheelbarrow on the Corner of Bourke
& Exhibition Streets Melbourne. More
information can be found on the St Kevins
1988 30 year reunion 2018 Facebook page
or by contacting Peter McGarry 0458 083
992 or
pmcgarry@marwincleaning.com.au

1998
20 Year Reunion to be held Friday 24
August at 6pm at The Glenferrie Hotel,
324 Burwood Road, Hawthorn
After party - The Emerson, 141-145
Commercial Road, South Yarra

1993 – SILVER JUBILEE
The Class of 1993 celebrated their 25th
anniversary at the Malvern Hotel on
Saturday 19 May. Approximately 45 men
attended the evening with lots of stories
recounted from the old schools days and
many renewed friendships.

2008
A reunion is being organised by a
subcommittee for later in the year;
members welcome to assist. Updates on
contact details also welcome. Contact
Daniel McLennan
mclennan.daniel835@gmail.com

APS PAST STUDENTS
Golf at the Commonwealth Golf Club,
Friday 26 October

SKOCA EUCHARIST
FOR DECEASED OLD
COLLEGIANS
7.30pm Chapel and Brandon Room
Wednesday 7 November

SKOCA AGM
6.30pm Brandon Room,
Wednesday 14 November

MENTOR PROGRAM
We encourage Kevinians to avail
themselves of the Mentor Program where
Kevinian mentors and mentees network
and share career advice and experiences.
Offers to mentor have been well received
and more are invited. We do seek mentees
to register so we can broaden the scope of
the program. Go to the SKOCA Directory:
Mentoring is in the drop-down menu of
Community.

CONFERRED LIFE
MEMBER
Congratulations Peter Macdonald
(SKC ‘61) on being raised to the
category of Conferred Life Member,
which is a special category of life
membership called for those who
have shown significant service to the
Association. This is rarely created
and Peter is only the ninth in history.
Peter became a Life Member upon
his matriculation in 1961 and has
served the football club for many
decades since and has been on the
administrative staff of the College
for two periods; however, it is for
significant service to the Association
that his work for SKOCA is
recognized. He became a Committee
Member (1962 – 64, 1997 – present)
and was President form 2012 – 2015
and is the current Past President on
Committee. Peter received his award
at the recent Old Collegians Dinner
and his acceptance speech was
inspiring.

2013
Monday 10 September 6.00pm Smith Hall
Foyer
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Music
The musicians of the College have
enjoyed a large number of performance
opportunities this term, entertaining
audiences large and small.
Early in May, Open Day saw special
concerts by the Symphony Orchestra,
Senior Concert Band, Glendalough
Concert Band and the Glendalough Choir.
The Symphony Orchestra’s performance
featured the return of Mr Samuel Beagley
as trumpet soloist in Leroy Anderson’s
Trumpeter’s Lullaby. He was then joined
by two current students James McGannon
and Timothy O’Malley in Anderson’s
playful Buglar’s Holiday. Visitors were
entertained with music performances in
three venues during the remainder of the
afternoon.

The Jazz Night was another special
occasion, featuring the four Big Bands
as well as a ‘Staff and Guests’ Big Band.
With seating at tables allowing for supper
to be enjoyed during the performances, the
audience were impressed with the quality
of each band’s presentation, which was
enhanced by the intensive rehearsals with
specialist jazz musicians and educators
held during a previous weekend. The Staff
and Guests Big Band‘s performance of
Sammy Nestico’s Hay Burner, Bassman’s
I’m Getting Sentimental Over You and
Corea’s Spain enthralled the audience and
demonstrated the depth of talent among
the College’s music staff.
Performances at the Art Show opening
and afternoon sessions, Solo Concerts

held after school and the SKOCA Dinner
have all provided more opportunities
for our soloists and small ensembles to
shine. Meanwhile, Glendalough students
have performed in concerts including the
Early Days Concert and then, following
their residential Music Rehearsal Camp,
their Winter Ensemble Concert. The term
concluded with three evening concerts
featuring piano, guitar and percussion
soloists and small ensembles.
A musical feast for all!

